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THE ECONOMICS OF GREEN DRAM IN SERVERS 

Jonathan Koomey, Ph.D. 

Research Fellow, Steyer-Taylor Center for Energy Policy and Finance, Stanford 
University 

SUMMARY 

Green Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM) replaces standard DRAM in servers, 
and uses less power.1  Previous analyses of the benefits of this technology2 have 
calculated direct energy and dollar savings from use of green DRAM, but have typically 
not tallied the economic benefits from reduced infrastructure capital in the data center.  
This analysis creates a simplified methodology to include such capital cost savings, and 
shows the effect of those additional savings on the economics of green DRAM. 

ANALYSIS SCOPE 

This analysis shows the power of downstream energy efficiency at reducing upstream 
costs, as described conceptually in Lovins (2005). It uses power data measured at the 
memory module level (i.e., the DC power used by Dual In-line Memory Modules 
[DIMMS] on the motherboard) and then estimates the efficiency of power conversion and 
data center infrastructure to assess the total electricity savings from green DRAM.  It also 
assesses the cost effectiveness of green DRAM for DIMM sizes of 2 GB, 4 GB, 8 GB, 
and 16 GB, focusing on purchase price, energy savings, and avoided infrastructure capital 
costs. 

The analysis focuses on three types of data centers.  The first type, which I term “Cloud 
Computing Facilities”, has very high power conversion and infrastructure efficiencies, 
high equipment utilization levels, and very low electricity costs.3  Such facilities are 
owned by cloud companies like Google, Amazon, Microsoft, Yahoo, and others (but 
some of these companies also operate facilities that can’t accurately be called “Cloud 
Computing”, so care is needed in determining whether a specific data center falls into this 
category).  The second type, which I refer to as “Typical Recent Practice”, has low power 
conversion efficiencies and intermediate infrastructure efficiencies, and slightly higher 

                                                

1 For servers, DRAM analyzed here is what’s called DDR3, at 1,333 MHz data bus speeds.  Standard 
DRAM is manufactured using a 50 nm class process and operates at 1.5V, while green DRAM uses a 20 
nm class process and operates at 1.35V (and is more efficient). 

2 See, for example, the calculator found at 
http://www.samsung.com/global/business/semiconductor/minisite/Greenmemory/SavingsCalculators/Savin
gsCalculators_DDR3.html 

3 See Table 1 for exact values for efficiency of different components associated with each type of data 
center. 
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electricity prices than do cloud installations. And the third category, which contains 
“Typical Existing Facilities”, has lower power conversion and infrastructure efficiencies 
and the same electricity prices as Typical Recent Practice facilities. The 2nd and 3rd types 
of data centers are representative of typical data centers owned and operated by 
companies whose main business is not computing (another name for these is “in-house 
data centers”).4 

This analysis captures the most important factors affecting the economics of green 
DRAM.  The simple model developed here can help DRAM purchasers to assess the 
benefits of this technology for their own situation, but it is no substitute for a detailed 
technical analysis by an experienced engineer using the latest supplier data and testing 
protocols.  The model is sufficient to derive some general conclusions about when green 
DRAM can be cost effective for certain server purchasers, which is the purpose to which 
I put it in this report.  Details of the analysis can be found in Appendices A and B, and 
key assumptions are summarized in Table 1. 

KEY FINDINGS 

The analysis results are shown in Figures 1 to 3.  Figure 1 shows the economics of green 
DRAM for cloud computing installations, Figure 2 shows the results for Typical Recent 
Practice data centers, and Figure 3 shows them for Typical Existing Data Center 
Facilities.  The figure of merit is the net cost per DIMM compared to conventional 
DRAM.  The base case is that of 0% incremental cost compared to conventional DRAM, 
which will pertain by the end of 2012 as the new 20 nanometer (nm) class process 
becomes the standard for Samsung’s modules.  The sensitivity case represents a 5% 
increase in the cost of green DRAM compared to conventional DRAM. 

Lesson 1:  Purchasing green DRAM offers modest net cost reductions (up to 15%) 
compared to conventional DRAM when just the energy savings are factored in.  In most 
cases this is enough to offset the additional incremental cost of green DRAM in the 
sensitivity case, but it can be a close call in Cloud Computing Facilities, where power 
conversion efficiencies are high and avoided infrastructure costs are relatively low.  Net 
cost savings when just considering energy savings are between 3 and 15% for the Typical 
Recent Practice and Typical Existing Data Center Facilities. 

Lesson 2:  Energy savings alone are probably not big enough to be a primary motivator 
for green DRAM purchasers, but when the incremental cost is zero, green DRAM is a 
good choice.  Companies whose IT departments don’t pay the electricity bill (which is 
probably the majority of data centers in the US) are less likely to adopt green DRAM 

                                                

4 There’s another category of data center now subsumed under “in-house” computing that includes 
collocation and hosting facilities, as well as wholesale and custom-designed data center space that is owned 
by others and leased to companies who house their IT equipment there.  There are some differences in these 
facilities compared to in-house IT, but the data on just how numerous such facilities are is not currently 
available.  Future work should explicitly split out that category for additional analysis. 
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even if the incremental cost is zero, and are unlikely to do so if incremental cost is greater 
than zero. 

Lesson 3:  The real benefits of green DRAM become clear when the avoided 
infrastructure costs are also included in the calculation of the net cost.  For cloud 
computing installations, green DRAM has net cost 5 to 19% lower than conventional 
DRAM.  For Typical Recent Practice and Existing Data Center Facilities, green DRAM 
reduces the net cost by between 22 and 51%, a substantial savings compared to 
conventional DRAM.  These benefits may be compelling enough to encourage companies 
who lease data center space to others to encourage their tenants to upgrade to green 
DRAM. 

Lesson 4:  The infrastructure cost savings are the critical factor, but these are only 
relevant in new facilities or in those that are power and/or cooling constrained.  For those 
facilities with extra power and cooling, the relevant comparison case is the one labeled 
“energy savings only”. 

Lesson 5:  Benefits from avoided infrastructure costs are only compelling to data center 
operations that tally the total cost in one unified budget and calculate true total costs for 
any actions affecting the data center.  In most facilities the budgets of IT and facilities are 
separate, and in these cases IT won’t care about infrastructure savings.  In many cases, 
capital and operating costs are also in separate budgets, compounding the confusion.  The 
savings for the company from buying efficient IT equipment are big enough that they 
should care, but they won’t unless something is done to fix these misplaced incentives. 

Lesson 6:  What would be the total energy savings associated with instantly replacing 
DRAM in the installed base of servers with green DRAM?   This thought experiment can 
give an order of magnitude estimate of the potential savings if green DRAM were able to 
fully penetrate the market.   About 13% of the installed base of servers now have green 
DRAM, but if the rest are assumed to switch from conventional to green DRAM, that 
would result in about 4 BkWh/year of savings globally, worth about $0.3 B/year.  
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Figure 1:  Cost of conventional DRAM compared to green DRAM for Cloud 
Computing Facilities 

  

Avoided infrastructure costs = $8.6 M/MW (2012 $). 

 Electricity price = lowest US state industrial electricity price ($0.039/kWh) 
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Figure 2:  Cost of conventional DRAM compared to green DRAM for Typical 
Recent Practice data centers 

  Avoided infrastructure costs = $15 M/MW (2012 $). 

 Electricity price = median US state industrial electricity price ($0.064/kWh) 
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Figure 3:  Cost of conventional DRAM compared to green DRAM for Typical 
Existing Data Center Facilities 

  Avoided infrastructure costs = $15 M/MW (2012 $).   

 Electricity price = median US state industrial electricity price ($0.064/kWh) 
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Table 1:  Summary of key input assumptions for different cases 

  Cloud 
Typical 
Recent  

Typical 
Existing  

  Units Computing Practice Facility Notes 
         

Memory utilization % 80% 20% 20% 1 
         

DC to DC efficiency % 93% 88% 85% 2 
         

AC to DC efficiency % 93% 88% 85% 3 
         

PUE kWh.total/kWh.it 1.1 1.5 1.8 4 
         

Server lifetime Years 3 4 4 5 
         

Electricity price  2012 $/kWh 0.0389 0.0639 0.0639 6 
         

Cost for conventional DRAM       7 
2 GB 2012 $/DIMM 29.65 29.65 29.65  
4 GB 2012 $/DIMM 38.06 38.06 38.06  
8 GB 2012 $/DIMM 73.82 73.82 73.82  

16 GB 2012 $/DIMM 208.93 208.93 208.93  
         

Load factor % 100% 100% 100% 8 
         

Avoided infrastructure costs M 2012 $/MW 8.6 15.0 15.0 9 
         

Infrastructure lifetime Years 15 15 15 10 
            

 (1) Memory utilization for typical recent and existing facilities reflects low CPU utilization (10%) and the 
rule of thumb (derived from conversations with industry experts) that memory utilization is about twice 
CPU utilization when CPU utilization is low.  Cloud facility utilization is typically much higher (like 80%).  
For one example from Mozilla, see (http://www.wired.com/wiredenterprise/2012/10/data-center-servers/). 

(2) DC to DC efficiency is higher in cloud facilities than in typical data centers.  Numbers represent best 
estimates from industry experts and reviewers. 

(3) AC to DC efficiency is higher in cloud facilities than in typical data centers.  Numbers represent best 
estimates from industry experts and reviewers. 

(4) PUE reflects a range of industry practice from Masanet, Eric, Arman Shehabi, and Jonathan Koomey. 
2012. "Characteristics of Low-Carbon Data Centers." In press at Nature Climate Change.  October.  

(5) Server lifetime for cloud facilities reflect higher turnover than in typical data centers (Masanet al. 2012 
estimates 4 year lifetime for typical facilities). 

(6) Electricity price for cloud computing is the lowest US state level price for industrial users, while for 
typical facilities it represents the median state level price for industrial users for May 2012 
(http://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/index.cfm).  

(7) Conventional DRAM costs from Internet survey of six sources for each DIMM size, conducted on 
August 21st, 2012.  Table 2 contains details. 
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(8) Load factor (defined as average load divided by peak load) is assumed to be 100%, which reflects the 
most recent anecdotal evidence. 

(9) Avoided infrastructure costs for cloud computing case reflect the lower bound of the 2nd quartile from 
Stanley, John, and Jason Schafer. 2012. The Economics of Prefabricated Modular Datacenters. San 
Francisco, CA: The 451 group/451 research.  May 11. [https://www.451research.com/report-
long?icid=2266].   For typical data centers, avoided infrastructure costs reflect the median value from 
Stanley and Schafer.  Avoided infrastructure costs only apply in existing facilities when they are power 
and/or cooling constrained. 

(10) Infrastructure lifetime taken from Koomey, Jonathan, Kenneth G. Brill, W. Pitt Turner, John R. 
Stanley, and Bruce Taylor. 2007. A simple model for determining true total cost of ownership for data 
centers. Santa Fe, NM: The Uptime Institute.  September. [http://www.uptimeinstitute.org] 
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APPENDIX A:  DOCUMENTATION OF DATA AND METHODS 

This analysis documents the data and analysis methods used to assess the economics of 
green DRAM. 

DEFINITION OF GREEN DRAM FOR PURPOSES OF THIS REPORT 

Green DRAM, as used in this report, is DRAM that is a pin-for-pin replacement for 
standard DRAM in servers, but uses less power at all utilization levels.  For servers, 
DRAM analyzed here is what’s called DDR3, at 1,333 MHz data bus speeds.  Standard 
DRAM is manufactured using a 50 nm class process and operates at 1.5V, while green 
DRAM uses a 20 nm class process and operates at 1.35V (and is more efficient). 

ANALYSIS SCOPE 

This analysis uses power data measured at the DIMM level (i.e., the DC power used by 
DIMMS on the motherboard) and then estimates the efficiency of power conversion and 
data center infrastructure to assess the total electricity savings from green DRAM.  It also 
assesses the cost effectiveness of green DRAM in several cases, for DIMM sizes of 2 
GB, 4 GB, 8 GB, and 16 GB.   

This analysis captures the most important factors affecting the economics of green 
DRAM.  The simple model developed here can help DRAM purchasers to assess the 
benefits of this technology for their own situation, but it is no substitute for a detailed 
technical analysis by an experienced engineer using the latest supplier data and testing 
protocols.  The model is sufficient to derive some general conclusions about when green 
DRAM can be cost effective for certain server purchasers, which is the purpose of this 
report. 

The analysis focuses on three types of data centers.  The first type, which I term “Cloud 
Computing Facilities”, has very high power conversion and infrastructure efficiencies, 
high equipment utilization levels, and very low electricity costs.  Such facilities are 
owned by cloud companies like Google, Amazon, Microsoft, Yahoo, and others (but 
some of these companies also operate facilities that can’t accurately be called “Cloud 
Computing”, so care is needed in determining whether a specific data center falls into this 
category).  The second type, which I refer to as “Typical Recent Practice”, has low power 
conversion efficiencies and intermediate infrastructure efficiencies, and slightly higher 
electricity prices than do cloud installations. And the third category, which I call “Typical 
Existing Facilities”, has lower power conversion and infrastructure efficiencies and the 
same electricity prices as typical recent practice facilities. 

INPUT DATA AND CALCULATIONS 

Power used by conventional and green DRAM 

I relied on data supplied by Samsung on the power use of conventional and green DRAM 
for DIMM sizes of 2 GB, 4 GB, 8 GB, and 16 GB.  Those data are shown in Table A-1.  
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I use memory utilization (see next section) to linearly interpolate power use per DIMM 
between active and idle power levels, and then calculate the savings from green DRAM 
based on the power levels that match the specified level of memory utilization.   

Memory utilization 

There are few publicly available data on memory utilization, but anecdotal discussions 
with industry experts indicate that memory utilization at low CPU utilization levels is 
typically twice that of CPU utilization in x86 servers, which are the overwhelming 
majority of servers on a unit basis (about 97%, according to IDC data).    CPU utilization 
in typical “in-house” data centers is very low, typically 5-15%.  A 2011 review (Masanet 
et al. 2011) estimated CPU utilization of 10% for most data centers, which implies 20% 
memory utilization using this rule of thumb.  For cloud computing and high performance 
computing applications, where CPU and memory utilization is much higher, I chose 80% 
memory utilization for purposes of interpolating power levels. 

To linearly interpolate power levels for conventional DRAM, I use Equation 1. 

DIMM power conventional  (W) = 
  

€ 

P 100%
Conv − P 0%

Conv( ) x U + P 0%
Conv( )                  (1) 

Where  

U is the utilization of the DRAM, expressed as a percentage, 

€ 

P 100%
Conv  is the power use (W) for one DIMM of conventional DRAM at 100% utilization, 

and  

€ 

P 0%
Conv  is the power use (W) for one DIMM of conventional DRAM at 0% utilization (the 

latter two parameters are taken from Table A-1). 

Similarly for green DRAM, we have 

DIMM power green DRAM (W) = 
  

€ 

P 100%
Green − P 0%

Green( ) x U + P 0%
Green( )              (2) 

Power savings from green DRAM are calculated as the difference between Equations 1 
and 2. 

Efficiency of AC to DC power conversion 

Semiconductors generally operate using Direct Current (DC) but the mains power is 
Alternating Current (AC), so a power supply is needed to convert AC to DC.  For cloud 
computing installations I assume AC to DC power conversion efficiencies of about 93%, 
while for average and Typical Recent Practice data centers I assume 85% and 88% 
efficiencies, respectively. 
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Efficiency of DC to DC power conversion at the board level 

Less attention has been paid to DC to DC power conversion inside of servers, and the 
analysis is more complicated than for AC to DC conversion because the efficiency of 
these converters varies more over the load range (for example, see	  
http://www.eettaiwan.com/STATIC/PDF/200911/20091120_AOS_AN02.pdf?SOURCE
S=DOWNLOAD).  For these converters I assume 85% and 88% efficiencies, 
respectively for Typical Existing Facilities and Typical Recent Practice, and 93% 
efficiency for cloud facilities. 

Efficiency of data center infrastructure 

The efficiency of the cooling, fans, pumps and power distribution equipment inside a data 
center is usually characterized by the Power Utilization Effectiveness (PUE), which is 
defined using Equation 3. 

PUE = 
  

€ 

Energy used by data center over one year (kWh)

Energy used by IT equipment over one year (kWh)
            (3) 

For Typical Existing data centers (i.e., those owned and operated by companies whose 
primary business is not computing), the PUE averages 1.8 (Koomey 2011, Masanet et al. 
2012).  For Typical Recent Practice installations, a PUE of about 1.5 is more typical, 
while the best Cloud Computing Facilities have a PUE of about 1.1.  Accounting for 
these differences is important because they can have a big effect on the data center level 
power savings from green DRAM. 

Load factor 

Electricity loads in data centers don’t vary much over the day or the year, so I assume a 
100% load factor as is customary for studies like this one.  Until more measurements of 
data center loads over time are made available, this is the assumption most consistent 
with anecdotal evidence. 

Electricity savings 

I calculate electricity savings per DIMM using the following equations.  To calculate 
power savings at the server plug, I use equation 4: 

Power saved @ plug (W)  = 
  

€ 

W svd @ chip

DIMM
 x 

1
η DC to DC

x 
1

η AC to DC

          (4) 

Where the efficiency of DC to DC conversion is η DC to DC, and the efficiency of AC to 
DC conversion is η AC to DC.  Watts saved at the chip level are derived from Table A-1, as 
described above. 

To convert power saved at the plug to total power savings at the data center level, I used 
Equation 5: 
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Power savings for data center (W)  = power saved @ plug x PUE                    (5) 

I then convert power savings to energy savings using the load factor, as shown in 
Equation 6: 

Electricity savings (kWh/year) = Power savings (W) x 8766 hours x LF x 
  

€ 

1  kW
1000 W

  (6) 

where LF is the load factor (100% as described above). 

Incremental costs for green DRAM 

All costs and prices are in 2012 US dollars.  Over the past year or so, the incremental cost 
of green DRAM has been 5-10% of the cost of conventional DRAM, but this incremental 
cost is expected to go to zero by the end of 2012 as production of green DRAM ramps 
up.  I conduct the analysis assuming zero incremental costs, but also simulate a case with 
5% incremental costs to test the sensitivity of the results to that assumption. 

Server lifetime 

The lifetime of servers in data centers is relatively short compared to other types of 
equipment, typically about 4 years for volume servers, about 10 years for mainframes.  
These estimates are confirmed by examination of server installed base and shipments 
forecasts from IDC, which uses data from Service Licensing Agreements from the 
industry to assess how long servers stay in service.  In some Cloud Computing operations 
the servers have faster turnover, with lifetimes of 3 years or even less.  For Cloud 
Computing Facilities I assume a server lifetime of 3 years, and for Typical Existing and 
Recent Practice Facilities, I assume a 4-year lifetime. 

Infrastructure lifetime 

I assume a 15-year lifetime for annualizing the costs of infrastructure (see below), which 
is consistent with previous work on data center total cost of ownership (Koomey et al. 
2007).  

Real discount rate and capital recovery factor 

The appropriate discount rate varies by situation, but we can estimate a realistic discount 
rate by using the average corporate bond interest rate by month from the IRS 
(http://www.irs.gov/retirement/article/0,,id=123229,00.html), which shows nominal 
interest rates of between 5.3% and 5.7% for  2012.  Inflation in the US has been running 
at about 1.4% over the past year (http://www.usinflationcalculator.com/inflation/us-
inflation-at-1-4-consumer-prices-flat-in-july-2012/10001044/).  Subtracting inflation 
from the nominal interest rate yields a real interest rate of about 4% in round numbers, 
which is the number I use in the cost calculations. 

The capital recovery factor (CRF), which contains both the return of investment 
(depreciation), and a return on investment, is defined as: 
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€ 

CRF =  d (1+ d)L

((1+ d)L −1)
            (7) 

where d is the real discount rate and  

L is the lifetime of the server in which the DRAM is installed (years). 

The CRF converts a capital cost to a constant stream of annual payments over the lifetime 
of the investment that has a present value at discount rate d that is equal to the initial 
investment.  Multiplying incremental costs by the appropriate CRF gives the annualized 
capital cost for an investment of any kind (like DRAM or data center infrastructure).  

Annualized incremental costs for green DRAM 

The annualized incremental costs (AIC) per DIMM for green DRAM are calculated as 
the product of incremental costs times the CRF:   

AIC ($/yr) = cost of conv. DRAM x % ∆ cost for green DRAM x CRF(4%, 3-4 yrs)   (8) 

For IT costs I calculate the CRF using a 3 or 4-year lifetime, depending on the case. 
Table A-2 shows the cost for conventional DRAM based on a survey of Internet sources.   

It is possible that large purchasers of DRAM would get better pricing than what we found 
from Internet sources, but it’s not clear such purchasers would be able to effect the 
incremental cost of green DRAM in percentage terms compared to conventional DRAM.  
This point is moot for the base case (where incremental cost is 0%) but for the 5% 
incremental cost case, lower absolute DRAM prices could make green DRAM more 
competitive than is shown here. 

Electricity prices 

For valuing energy savings, I use electricity prices for industrial and commercial 
customers by US state from the Energy Information Administration (downloaded from 
http://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/index.cfm).  For industrial customers, the median 
state price in May 2012 was $0.064/kWh, while for commercial customers it was 
$0.092/kWh.  Smaller data centers are more likely to have commercial sector prices, 
while larger ones will have industrial sector prices.  Data centers in states like California 
or NY that have high real estate prices and utility infrastructure costs will have higher 
electricity prices than those in areas dominated by coal or hydroelectric generation.  For 
Cloud Computing facilities, I chose the lowest state’s electricity price for industrial 
customers of $0.039/kWh (the state of Washington) and for the Typical Existing and 
Recent Practice facilities I use the median state price for industrial customers of 
$0.064/kWh. 
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Avoided cost of infrastructure  

Reducing information technology (IT) load in a data center reduces the need for cooling 
and power infrastructure.  For a new facility, such a reduction can translate into real cost 
savings in the capital costs of chillers, pumps, fans, backup power, and power distribution 
equipment (the energy use of these infrastructure systems are captured in the PUE, as 
discussed above).   For facilities that are constrained by power and/or cooling, we can 
treat these costs in the same way, because the cost savings should be measured against 
the need for the next data center that can be avoided or delayed by reducing power use in 
the current facility.  It is only in the case where an existing data center is unconstrained 
by power and/or cooling that we are unable to take a credit for avoided infrastructure 
capital costs.   

These costs can be big.  The cost of data center infrastructure is commonly summarized 
in millions of dollars per MW of IT load (which is equivalent to dollars per watt).  
According to data compiled by 451 Research (Stanley and Schafer 2012), conventional 
data centers range in cost from about $5M to $29M/MW (2012 dollars), with 50% of the 
data centers falling between $8.6M and $18.8M/MW.  The median of their sample is at 
$15M/MW.   

After conversations with the first author of the 451 Research report (John Stanley), I 
decided to use the bottom of the 2nd quartile ($8.6M/MW) as the avoided cost for Cloud 
Computing installations.   Stanley was concerned that data centers with costs at the 
lowest end of the range ($5M/MW) might not be comparable in reliability or other 
important characteristics with the high performance data centers that make up the vast 
majority of the 2nd and 3rd quartiles of the distribution.   I also decided to use the 451 
Group’s median numbers ($15M/MW) as the value for Typical Existing and Recent 
Practice Facilities because “in-house” data center facilities are the ones most heavily 
represented in that report’s data sample. 

ASSESSING THE ECONOMICS 

The metric I settled on for the main analysis results is the net cost of green DRAM per 
DIMM, for comparison to the cost of conventional DRAM and the direct cost of green 
DRAM. 

The cost of conventional DRAM comes from Table A-2.  The incremental cost of green 
DRAM is either 0% of the cost of conventional DRAM (in the base case) or 5% of the 
cost of conventional DRAM (in the sensitivity case).  So the direct cost of green DRAM 
is 

DCgreen = Cost of Conventional DRAM x (1 + P)                     (13) 

where  

DCgreen is the Direct cost of green DRAM and 

P is the incremental cost percentage for green DRAM above conventional DRAM. 
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The net cost of green DRAM can be calculated in two ways.  The first is to subtract the 
present value of the energy savings over the life of the server, the second is to also 
subtract the avoided capital cost associated with the data center infrastructure (typically 
$15M/MW as discussed above).  

For the first measure of net cost, see Equation 14: 

NCgreen (incl. energy savings) = DCgreen– 
  

€ 

ES x EP
CRF(4%,3 - 4 yrs)

                  (14) 

Where  

NCgreen (incl. energy savings) is the Net Cost of green DRAM including energy savings, 

ES is the electricity savings in kWh per year, 

EP is the electricity price in 2012 $/kWh, and  

CRF is the capital recovery factor as described above (in this context it converts equal 
annual payments over the IT lifetime into the present value of those payments). 

The second measure of net costs subtracts out the avoided infrastructure costs.  
Accounting for this cost is appropriate when considering green DRAM for a new facility 
or an existing facility that is power or cooling constrained.  I calculate it using equation 
15. 

NC = NCgreen (incl. energy savings) – Total power savings x Avd Inf. Costs x 
  

€ 

CRF(4%,20 yrs)

CRF(4%,3- 4 yrs)
  (15) 

Where 

Total power savings is measured in W/DIMM and includes all power losses up to the 
point where the data center attaches to the power grid, and 

Avoided infrastructure costs ($/W) is $8.6/W or $15/W for Cloud Computing Facilities 
and Typical Existing/Recent Practice Facilities, respectively. 

The CRF for 20-year lifetime annualizes the infrastructure costs, and the CRF for 3-4 
year lifetime converts annualized infrastructure costs over the IT lifetime to present 
valued costs.  The ratio of CRFs normalizes the cost calculation to the 3-4 year lifetime 
of the IT equipment. 

SUMMARY INPUT DATA 

Table A-3 summarizes the key input assumptions for the three cases I analyze here. 
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Table A-1: Power savings from Green DRAM, normalized to 16 GB 
  Active power for DRAM Idle power for DRAM 

Configuration Conventional Green Conventional Green 
# of DIMMS GB/DIMM Watts Watts Watts Watts 
            

8         2         35.6        22.4        12.0        6.5        
4         4         20.5        12.2        7.2        4.2        
2         8         17.1        9.8        5.6        2.8        
1         16         11.6        5.7        5.4        1.6        

       
   Watts/DIMM Watts/DIMM Watts/DIMM Watts/DIMM 

8         2         4.5        2.8        1.5        0.8        
4         4         5.1        3.1        1.8        1.1        
2         8         8.6        4.9        2.8        1.4        
1         16         11.6        5.7        5.4        1.6        

       
   Watts/GB Watts/GB Watts/GB Watts/GB 

8         2         2.23        1.40        0.75        0.41        
4         4         1.28        0.76        0.45        0.26        
2         8         1.07        0.61        0.35        0.18        
1         16         0.73        0.36        0.34        0.10        

            

 

Source:  SJ Lee and Harry Yoon, Samsung.  Power levels measured at 0% memory 
utilization for idle mode and 100% utilization for active mode. 
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Table A-2: Internet prices for DIMMS of various memory capacities 
 Price 1 Price 2 Price 3 Price 4 Price 5 Price 6 Average 

  
2012 

$/DIMM 
2012 

$/DIMM 
2012 

$/DIMM 
2012 

$/DIMM 
2012 

$/DIMM 
2012 

$/DIMM 
2012 

$/DIMM 
2 GB DIMM 26.33 28.99 28.9 33.72 22.99 36.99 29.65 
4 GB DIMM 35.99 29.4 49.99 35.99 33.99 42.99 38.06 
8 GB DIMM 75.99 63.99 75.99 66.99 75.99 83.99 73.82 
16 GB DIMM 222.2 234.99 152.99 225.98 208.98 208.44 208.93 

(1) Prices collected on August 21, 2012 from Internet sources listed below. 

(2) Sources for 2 GB DIMMS: 

Price 1: http://www.avadirect.com/product_details_parts.asp?PRID=12926 

Price 2: http://shopping.yahoo.com/936625868-2gb-pc3-10600-ddr3-1333mhz-ecc-
registered-cl9-15v-dual-rank-low-profile-240-pin-dimm-memory-module-for-poweredge-
t310-server-mfr-pn-ct1150349/ 

Price 3: http://buymemory.com/2gb-ddr3-1333mhz-ecc-reg-server-memory-upgrade.html 

Price 4: http://www.provantage.com/addon-am1333d3drrn9-2g~7ACPN10Y.htm 

Price 5: http://www.memoryamerica.com/d325672r133mt.html 

Price 6: http://www.memoryamerica.com/mt18jsf25672pdz-1g4f1.html 

(3) Sources for 4 GB DIMMS: 

Price 1: http://www.memoryamerica.com/d351272r13mu.html 

Price 2: http://buymemory.com/4gb-ddr3-1333mhz-ecc-server-memory-upgrade.html 

Price 3: http://shopping.yahoo.com/936625696-4gb-pc3-10600-ddr3-1333mhz-ecc-
registered-cl9-15v-dual-rank-240-pin-dimm-memory-module-for-poweredge-t610-
server-mfr-pn-ct1132733/ 

Price 4: http://www.memoryamerica.com/d351272r133mu.html 

Price 5: http://www.memoryamerica.com/d351272r133mu.html 

Price 6: http://www.memoryamerica.com/hmt351v7bmr4c-h9.html 

(4) Sources for 8 GB DIMMS: 

Price 1: http://www.memoryamerica.com/d3102472r133mu.html 
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Price 2: http://www.memoryamerica.com/k2d351272r133mu.html 

Price 3: http://www.memoryamerica.com/d3102472r13mw.html 

Price 4: http://www.memoryamerica.com/d3102472r13mb.html 

Price 5: http://www.memoryamerica.com/d3102472r13aw.html 

Price 6: http://www.memoryamerica.com/mt36jszf1g72pdz-1g4dzesdd.html 

(5) Sources for 16 GB DIMMS: 

Price 1: http://us.ncix.com/products/?sku=72669 

Price 2: 
http://eshop.macsales.com/item/Other%20World%20Computing/1333D3MPE16G/?utm_
source=nextag&utm_medium=shoppingengine&utm_campaign=productads 

Price 3: 
http://www.superbiiz.com/detail.php?p=D313R16GH1&c=nextag&hash=6de3ldkhbse25
HOVF4NHQPdIbP8RyERBmbc6nvhyZ7yedMHfQD%2BnW2cOFTX7bVMUW5Lk%2
BDOT4mo0HQ8i4ILoYDGf1PA0wSuc6R7pRhPHRZpH0SmrHPPuKRfjNFlxiaR9SJvH 

Price 4: 
http://www.ncix.ca/products/?sku=72030&vpn=KVR1333D3D4R9S/16G&manufacture
=Kingston 

Price 5: 
http://www.ncix.ca/products/?sku=72664&vpn=KVR13LR9D4/16HM&manufacture=Ki
ngston 

Price 6: 
http://www.ncix.ca/products/?sku=72692&vpn=KVR13R9D4%2F16&manufacture=Kin
gstonml 
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Table A-3:  Summary of key input assumptions for different cases 

  Cloud 
Typical 
Recent  

Typical 
Existing  

  Units Computing Practice Facility Notes 
         

Memory utilization % 80% 20% 20% 1 
         

DC to DC efficiency % 93% 88% 85% 2 
         

AC to DC efficiency % 93% 88% 85% 3 
         

PUE kWh.total/kWh.it 1.1 1.5 1.8 4 
         

Server lifetime Years 3 4 4 5 
         

Electricity price  2012 $/kWh 0.0389 0.0639 0.0639 6 
         

Cost for conventional DRAM       7 
2 GB 2012 $/DIMM 29.65 29.65 29.65  
4 GB 2012 $/DIMM 38.06 38.06 38.06  
8 GB 2012 $/DIMM 73.82 73.82 73.82  

16 GB 2012 $/DIMM 208.93 208.93 208.93  
         

Load factor % 100% 100% 100% 8 
         

Avoided infrastructure costs M 2012 $/MW 8.6 15.0 15.0 9 
         

Infrastructure lifetime Years 15 15 15 10 
            

 (1) Memory utilization for typical recent and existing facilities reflects low CPU utilization (10%) and the 
industry rule of thumb that memory utilization is about twice CPU utilization when CPU utilization is low.  
Cloud facility utilization is typically much higher (like 80%).  For one example from Mozilla, see 
(http://www.wired.com/wiredenterprise/2012/10/data-center-servers/). 

(2) DC to DC efficiency is higher in cloud facilities than in typical data centers.  Numbers represent best 
estimates from industry experts and reviewers. 

(3) AC to DC efficiency is higher in cloud facilities than in typical data centers.  Numbers represent best 
estimates from industry experts and reviewers. 

(4) PUE reflects a range of industry practice from Masanet, Eric, Arman Shehabi, and Jonathan Koomey. 
2012. "Characteristics of Low-Carbon Data Centers."  Submitted to Nature Climate Change.  July.  

(5) Server lifetime for cloud facilities reflect higher turnover than in typical data centers (Masanet al. 2012 
estimates 4 year lifetime for typical facilities). 

(6) Electricity price for cloud computing is the lowest US state level price for industrial users, while for 
typical facilities it represents the median state level price for industrial users for May 2012 
(http://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/index.cfm).  

(7) Conventional DRAM costs from Internet survey of six sources for each DIMM size, conducted on 
August 21st, 2012.  Table 2 contains details. 
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(8) Load factor (defined as average load divided by peak load) is assumed to be 100%, which reflects the 
most recent anecdotal evidence. 

(9) Avoided infrastructure costs for cloud computing case reflect the lower bound of the 2nd quartile from 
Stanley, John, and Jason Schafer. 2012. The Economics of Prefabricated Modular Datacenters. San 
Francisco, CA: The 451 group/451 research.  May 11. [https://www.451research.com/report-
long?icid=2266].   For typical data centers, avoided infrastructure costs reflect the median value from 
Stanley and Schafer.  Avoided infrastructure costs only apply in existing facilities when they are power 
and/or cooling constrained. 

(10) Infrastructure lifetime taken from Koomey, Jonathan, Kenneth G. Brill, W. Pitt Turner, John R. 
Stanley, and Bruce Taylor. 2007. A simple model for determining true total cost of ownership for data 
centers. Santa Fe, NM: The Uptime Institute.  September. [http://www.uptimeinstitute.org] 
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APPENDIX B:  ESTIMATING SAVINGS IF THE INSTALLED BASE 
OF SERVERS USED 100% GREEN DRAM 

Using the data from Appendix A, I’ve conducted back-of-the-envelope calculations to 
estimate potential savings from instantly replacing regular DRAM in the installed base of 
existing servers with green DRAM.  The details of the calculations are shown in Tables 
B-1 and B-2, and the ultimate results, expressed in potential dollar savings per year 
worldwide, are shown in Table B-3.   

I’ve assumed that 10% of the servers are in Cloud Computing Facilities, and the rest are 
in data centers characterized as typical existing facilities (using the definitions in 
Appendix A).  This rough estimate allows us to account for the significant differences in 
the characteristics of cloud data centers compared to typical “in-house” facilities.   No 
one to my knowledge has publicly available data giving exact numbers for cloud vs. “in-
house” facilities, but I made an educated guess based on previous work (Koomey 2011) 
where I estimated the number of servers housed at Google (the largest cloud computing 
provider) at 3% of all servers, and assumed that the rest of the cloud computing 
companies added another 7%.  As a one significant figure number, it’s probably in the 
ballpark. 

About 13% of the installed base of servers already uses green DRAM, according to the 
calculations in Table B-1.  The savings calculated here are the additional potential 
savings from instantly switching out servers with conventional DRAM so they use green 
DRAM.  To calculate the total potential savings from green DRAM (including those 
already achieved) simply divide the totals in these tables by (1-13%) or 0.87 (which 
results in about a 20% increase in the savings). 

For simplicity, I’ve assigned Cloud Computing Facilities the electricity prices associated 
with those in the US state with the lowest industrial prices, while I’ve assigned the 
average existing facilities the median US industrial electricity price.  While electricity 
prices in other countries are likely to differ somewhat, the general pattern of cloud 
facilities having lower prices than standard data centers will almost certainly hold most 
everywhere, and the total savings is likely to be in the right ballpark. 

The total potential savings (including green DRAM already installed in current servers) is 
about 0.5 GW, or the equivalent of a standard US coal plant (Koomey et al. 2010).  
Because data centers operate 100% of the time the electricity savings is about 4 
TWh/year, compared to 3 TWh/year for the generation from a typical US coal plant 
(which only operates 70% of the time).  The value of the savings per year (not including 
the avoided infrastructure costs) is about $0.3 B/year worldwide. 
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Table B-1:  Market share for server DRAM 
       Installed base 
 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2008-2011 
Server DIMM sales % of total               

DIMM Size         
512MB 10% 5% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

1GB 25% 25% 20% 15% 10% 5% 11% 
2GB 35% 35% 35% 30% 30% 20% 27% 
4GB 30% 30% 40% 45% 40% 35% 39% 
8GB 0% 5% 5% 10% 20% 35% 21% 

16GB 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 5% 2% 
          

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
          
Server DIMM sales (M)               

DIMM Size         
512MB 1.9 1.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

1GB 4.7 6.6 8.0 5.0 5.5 4.0 22.5 
2GB 6.6 9.2 14.0 10.0 16.5 16.1 56.6 
4GB 5.6 7.9 16.0 15.0 21.9 28.2 81.2 
8GB 0.0 1.3 2.0 3.3 11.0 28.2 44.5 

16GB 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.0 4.0 
          

Total 18.7 26.2 40.0 33.3 54.9 80.7 208.8 
                
          
Green DRAM (% of total) 0% 0% 0% 3% 10% 25% 13% 
          
Green DRAM server DIMM 
sales (M)               

DIMM Size         
512MB 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

1GB 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2GB 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 1.8 4.2 6.4 
4GB 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 2.4 7.4 10.4 
8GB 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 1.2 7.4 8.8 

16GB 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.1 1.1 
          

Total 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 5.5 20.2 26.7 
                
Server DIMM sales w/o 
green DRAM (M)               

DIMM Size         
512MB 1.9 1.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

1GB 4.7 6.6 8.0 5.0 5.5 4.0 22.5 
2GB 6.6 9.2 14.0 9.6 14.6 11.9 50.2 
4GB 5.6 7.9 16.0 14.4 19.5 20.8 70.8 
8GB 0.0 1.3 2.0 3.2 9.8 20.8 35.8 

16GB 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.0 3.0 
          

Total 18.7 26.2 40.0 32.3 49.4 60.5 182.2 
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(1) DRAM market shares by DIMM size and total DRAM shipments (# of DIMMS) from Harry Yoon, 
Samsung. 

(2) Market share for green DRAM based on 25% market share in 2011 and 2009 start data for sales of 
green DRAM, from Harry Yoon, Samsung.  Market shares for 2009 and 2010 are author's educated 
guesses. 

(3) Total server DRAM DIMM sales by DIMM size calculated from market shares and total DRAM 
shipments. 

(4) Green DRAM DIMM sales calculated using the % market share times total DRAM DIMM sales, and 
spreading those sales over 2, 4, 8, and 16 GB DIMM sales in proportion to their total shipments (no green 
DRAM in 512 MB or 1 GB DIMMS). 

(5) Totals summed from 2008 to 2011, assuming a 4 year lifetime for servers taken from Masanet et al. 
2011 (this is a simplification of a complex retirement process).  
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Talbe B-2:  Potential power savings from green DRAM beyond those in the installed 
base 

 Power savings Energy savings # of DIMMS Total power svgs Total energy svgs 
  W/DIMM kWh/DIMM/yr Millions GW TWh 

Cloud computing     
      

512MB 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 
1GB 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 
2GB 1.9 16.2 5.0 0.01 0.08 
4GB 2.3 20.2 7.1 0.02 0.14 
8GB 4.1 35.7 3.6 0.01 0.13 

16GB 7.0 61.1 0.3 0.00 0.02 
      

Total   16.0 0.04 0.4 
     

Typical existing data centers     
      

512MB 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 
1GB 0.0 0.0 22.5 0.00 0.00 
2GB 2.2 19.2 45.1 0.10 0.87 
4GB 2.5 22.2 63.7 0.16 1.41 
8GB 4.6 40.4 32.2 0.15 1.30 

16GB 10.5 92.2 2.7 0.03 0.25 
      

Total   166.2 0.44 3.8 
            

Total potential savings all data centers    
      

512MB    0.00 0.00 
1GB    0.00 0.00 
2GB    0.11 0.95 
4GB    0.18 1.55 
8GB    0.16 1.43 

16GB    0.03 0.26 
      

Total    0.48 4.2 
            

 (1) Cloud computing facilities are assumed to be responsible for 10% of all servers, and that 10% is 
assumed to be taken from the stock of servers with 2, 4, 8, and 16 GB DIMMS.  This assumption accounts 
(crudely) for the likelihood that cloud facilities have faster turnover of servers, more recent servers, and 
more memory-hungry servers.   The remaining servers are assumed to exist in typical existing data centers. 

(2) Power and energy savings taken from data for cloud and typical existing facilities in Appendix A. 

(3) Total power savings is calculated from the kWh savings per DIMM by DIMM size and the number of 
DIMMS by DIMM size in the installed base. 

(4) Total energy savings column converts power to energy assuming 100% load factor. 
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Table B-3:  Value of potential power savings from green DRAM beyond current 
market share 
  Total value of  
 Electricity price energy savings 
  2012 $/kWh B 2012 $/year 
   
Cloud 0.0389 0.014 
Typical existing facilities 0.0657 0.251 
   
Total  0.266 
      

(1) Electricity prices for cloud and typical existing facilities taken from Appendix A.  

(2) Total may not add exactly because of rounding error. 
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